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a b s t r a c t
We consider the problem of allocating clients to base stations in wireless networks. Two
design decisions are the location of the base stations, and the power levels of the base
stations. We model the interference, due to the increased power usage resulting in greater
serving radius, as capacities that are non-increasing with respect to the covering radius.
Clients have demands that are not necessarily uniform and the capacity of a facility limits
the total demand that can be served by the facility. We consider three models. In the ﬁrst
model, the location of the base stations and the clients are ﬁxed, and the problem is to
determine the serving radius for each base station so as to serve a set of clients with
maximum total proﬁt subject to the capacity constraints of the base stations. In the second
model, each client has an associated demand in addition to its proﬁt. A ﬁxed number of
facilities have to be opened from a candidate set of locations. The goal is to serve clients
so as to maximize the proﬁt subject to the capacity constraints. In the third model, the
location and the serving radius of the base stations are to be determined. There are costs
associated with opening the base stations, and the goal is to open a set of base stations of
minimum total cost so as to serve the entire demand subject to the capacity constraints
at the base stations. We show that for the ﬁrst model the problem is NP-complete even
when there are only two choices for the serving radius, and the capacities are 1, 2. For
the second model, we give a 1/2 approximation algorithm. For the third model, we give
a column generation procedure for solving the standard linear programming model, and a
randomized rounding procedure. We establish the eﬃcacy of the column generation based
rounding scheme on randomly generated instances.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction
Given a set of client locations in some metric space, the covering facility location problem is to determine an optimal
location for a set of facilities that are required to serve the clients. Facilities can serve clients within a prescribed radius
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only, i.e. a client is covered or served by a single facility if it is within the covering range of the facility, otherwise it is not
covered. The covering problem was introduced in [4] and it has been widely used in practice in areas such as the location
of emergency vehicles, of retail facilities, or of telecommunication equipment. However, the simple “all or nothing” covering
constraint has been found too restrictive for many applications, and several relaxations have been proposed and studied
in the last decade. The excellent survey [2] presents three relaxations: (a) the gradual cover model where the degree with
which a client is served decreases as its distance to the facility increases; (b) the cooperative cover model where several
facilities can contribute to serving the same client; (c) the variable covering radius model where the planner can choose the
covering range for the facilities, but the opening cost for the facility increases with its range.
We introduce a new family of covering problems, Covering with Variable Capacities (CVC), which addresses the client
coverage problem in the presence of interference in wireless networks. CVC generalizes the classical capacitated covering
due to [15] where an upper bound on the total demand that can be served by a facility is imposed. Facilities correspond to
wireless base stations employing omni-directional antennas and clients represent service subscribers. We assume that the
location of the clients is given. Demands (bandwidth requirements) and proﬁts (revenue) are associated with the clients.
In our model, every facility has a variable covering range and the facilities need to be located and assigned a covering
range. The range can only be increased at the expense of the capacity, as increasing the power of the radio transmitter
causes more interference in the network [3,9,10].
Our paper is motivated by the current research in the ﬁeld of networking aimed at understanding the connection
between interference and base station capacity in networks utilizing the popular code division multiple access (CDMA)
technology. Several researchers have investigated the idea of using this dependency to improve the performance of networks. For example, Radwan and Hassanein [16] show that there are signiﬁcant savings in resource utilization for wide
band CDMA networks when the range of the base stations is appropriately chosen, and Tam et al. [18] describe a cellular
network that exploits this phenomenon. Arguably our models and solutions have immediate applications in the mobile telephony industry. In addition we extend the theory of facility location problems by studying a new class of location problems
in which the facilities have variable capacities, and the designer not only has to choose a location for the facility but also
the capacity at which the facility should operate.
Problem CVC can be deﬁned in any metric space. We study three variants of CVC: CVC with ﬁxed facilities (or simply CVC)
where the location of the facilities is given and the objective is to maximize the total proﬁt of the clients served, maximum
CVC where a set of clients with maximum total proﬁt must be covered by a ﬁxed number of facilities, and set-cover CVC
where the entire set of clients must be covered by a set of facilities with total minimum cost. The three problems are
deﬁned next. We use index notation to refer to clients and facilities, and so u i for some index i refers to a client and a j for
some index j refers to a facility.
Problem 1 (CVC).
Input:
–
–
–
–

A set U = {u i : i ∈ I } of clients where I is the index set of clients.
For each client u i , a non-negative demand or size si and proﬁt p i .
A set A = {a j : j ∈ J } of open facilities, where J is the index set of facilities.
For each facility a j , a set R j of allowed ranges and for each r ∈ R j a corresponding capacity c jr . We denote by N jr the
set of clients within the covering range r of facility a j .

Output:
– For each facility a j , a range r j ∈ R j .

– For each facility a j , a subset of clients denoted by I j ⊆ I that are served exclusively by a j satisfying
i ∈I j s i ≤ c jr j and
u i ∈ N jr j for all i ∈ I j .
Objective:
– To maximize the total proﬁt of clients served, max





i∈

j ∈J

I j pi .

Problem 2 (Maximum CVC).
Input:
– Same as for Problem 1. The set of facilities represents candidate facility locations.
– A positive integer k.
Output:
– k facilities are to be opened, indexed by J ∗ ⊆ J where |J ∗ | = k.
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– For each open facility a j for j ∈ J ∗ , a range r j ∈ R j .
– 
For each open facility a j for j ∈ J ∗ , a subset of clients indexed by I j ⊆ I that are served exclusively by a j so that
i ∈I j s i ≤ c jr j and u i ∈ N jr j for all i ∈ I j .
Objective:
– To maximize the total proﬁt of clients served, max





i∈

j ∈J ∗

I j pi .

Problem 3 (Set cover CVC).
Input:
– Same as for Problem 1. The set of facilities represents candidate facility locations. The model can be augmented to
handle arbitrary costs of opening facilities.
Output:
–
–
–

A subset of facilities to be opened, indexed by J ∗ ⊆ J .
For each open facility a j for j ∈ J ∗ , a range r j ∈ R j .
For each open facility a j for j ∈ J ∗ , a subset of clients indexed

 by I j ⊆ I that are served exclusively by a j so that
i ∈I j s i ≤ c jr j , u i ∈ N jr j for all i ∈ I j , and all clients are served
j ∈J ∗ I j = I .

Objective:
– To minimize the number of open facilities, min |J ∗ |.
The special case when clients have unit demand and proﬁt, si = p i = 1 for all i ∈ I , is called the uniform version of the
corresponding CVC problem. CVC generalizes the capacitated covering problem of [15] which corresponds to a CVC instance
where the set R j of covering ranges for each facility has cardinality one.
Our contributions We introduce a new class of covering problems with variable capacities that arise in wireless networks.
We show that CVC with ﬁxed facilities, uniform clients (both the proﬁt and the demand are equal to one for every client) and
a capacity function with two ranges serving either two clients or one, is NP-complete. Three natural integer programming
formulations for the CVC problem with ﬁxed facilities are described but they exhibit a large integrality gap. The formulations
can be extended to handle both the set cover and maximum versions. Unfortunately, the formulations are too large to
be solved in practice even if we relax the integrality constraints. We give strong evidence that a set cover based linear
programming formulation for the set cover CVC combined with a simple rounding procedure is very effective at ﬁnding
approximate solutions in practice. We then give a greedy 12 −  approximation algorithm, with a simple analysis for the
maximum CVC where the clients have arbitrary demands and proﬁts and there are no assumptions on the shape of the
capacity function. The running time of the greedy algorithm can be signiﬁcantly reduced for the version of the problem with
unitary demands and proﬁts. Finally, we show that all three types of uniform CVC can be solved optimally in polynomial
time when the clients and the facilities are located on a line and when the facilities have two ranges with capacities 1
and 2. We conjecture that the problems on the line can be solved in polynomial time if facilities are allowed a constant
number of ranges.
2. Complexity
We note that the CVC problem with a single ﬁxed facility, with arbitrary client demands and proﬁts, and with a single
covering range and a ﬁxed capacity that is part of the input, is NP-complete as it is equivalent to the knapsack problem. In
this section, we show that the uniform CVC problem is NP-complete even when all the ﬁxed facilities are identical and have
only two allowed covering ranges (1, 2). For this proof, we consider the two dimensional Euclidean metric space with the
Euclidean distance.
The proof is a reduction from a variant of the Planar 3-SAT problem. The Planar 3-SAT problem is the satisﬁability
problem of a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form whose clause-variable graph is planar. The clause-variable graph
has a vertex for each variable and each clause, and an edge between a variable and a clause vertex if the clause contains
the variable either as a positive or as a negated literal. Fellows et al. [6] describe the NP-completeness of a variant of the
planar 3-SAT problem in which all the variable vertices are connected in a cycle. Such an instance is called the Var-linked
Planar 3-SAT (VLP 3-SAT) problem and was used to prove complexity results for several problems on planar graphs in [6].
For a related problem in which the clauses are linked in a cycle as opposed to the variables, [6] showed that the problem is
NP-complete even when each variable belongs to exactly three clauses, once negated and twice positive. We use Var-linked
planar 3-SAT with an additional property (see the third property in the deﬁnition below) for the reduction. For a proof of
the third property, similar to the proof in [6] for the clause linked planar 3-SAT, see [13].
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Fig. 1. Reduction from Var-linked Planar 3-SAT. Left: fragment of a planar drawing for the clause-variable graph with variable gadgets (without restriction
on the degree of variable nodes). Right: a variable gadget and path gadgets (we assume m = 3).

Problem 4 (Var-linked planar 3-SAT). Given a formula Φ in CNF such that
– Every clause contains at most three literals.
– Variables follow a linear ordering such that the graph G Φ = ( X ∪ C , {(x, c ) : x ∈ C or x̄ ∈ C } ∪ {(xi , xi +1 ) : i ∈ [1 . . . n]}) is
planar, where xn+1 = x1 , X is the set of variables, and C is the set of clauses.
– Each variable occurs in exactly three clauses once negated twice positive.
Is Φ satisﬁable?
Theorem 1. The uniform CVC problem with ﬁxed facilities (Problem 1) is NP-complete even when the facilities are identical and use
only two ranges with capacities in the set {1, 2}.
Proof. We consider the decision version of problem CVC. Given the location of clients and facilities with two ranges and
capacities from the set {1, 2}, and given a value P , does there exist an assignment of ranges and clients to the facilities
which obeys the constraints from Problem 1 so that the total proﬁt of the covered clients is at least P ? This problem is
clearly in NP since it is trivial to check the lower bound on proﬁt once the set of covered clients is given.
We prove the NP-hardness by giving a reduction from the Var-linked Planar (VLP) 3-SAT problem with the three restrictions. Given an instance of the VLP 3-SAT problem, we ﬁrst construct a planar drawing of its clause-variable graph with
the variables linked. We then modify the drawing by replacing each variable vertex with a three node construction that
we call variable gadget. The presence of a cycle linking all of the variables allows us to place the variable gadget in such
a way that no edge crossings are introduced. We also replace every edge in the planar drawing with a path gadget. We
construct a geometric CVC problem instance by choosing facilities and clients among gadget nodes and by assigning ranges
and capacities for each facility. We then show that the original Boolean formula is satisﬁable if and only if the CVC problem
instance admits a solution in which all of the clients are covered.
Construction: Consider a planar drawing D of the clause-variable graph for the VLP 3-SAT problem. We replace every
variable vertex y i by a path consisting of three vertices xi , ξi , and x¯i where xi and x¯i are facilities and ξi is a client. We
connect xi to all clauses C j that contain variable y i in positive form and x¯i to all clauses containing y i negated. Node ξi
is connected only to xi and x¯i (see Fig. 1). We claim that all of these modiﬁcations can be made without introducing edge
crossings. To see this, let δ D > 0 be the smallest distance between a node and a non-incident edge in the drawing D of
the original graph. We place xi and x¯i at a mutual distance δ < δ D , and we orient the path xi x¯i so that the edges incident
to xi and x¯i do not cross. Since there are at most three such edges that do not cross the cycle linking all of the variables,
an appropriate orientation for the ends xi and x¯i of the path can always be found. Note that ξi can be covered either by
xi or by x¯i only, and this covering encodes a consistent truth assignment to the literals. We will refer to xi , x¯i as the literal
facilities.
Next we introduce additional clients C j , one for each clause j, referred to as the clause clients. We connect the clause
clients with the literal facilities (corresponding to the three literals in the clause) by a path gadget to be deﬁned next (see
Fig. 1). The path gadget consists of an alternating sequence of clients and facilities that starts with a client and ends with
a facility. The consecutive nodes in a path gadget are some distance δ apart. Each facility on the path gadget has only one
range (at distance δ ) therefore each facility on the path gadget can cover at most one client, either its predecessor or its
successor client on the path. The client (facility) end of the path gadget is referred to as the c-end ( f -end) of the path
gadget.
For each clause j, we use three path gadgets to connect client C j to the literals that occur in the clause. The c-end of
the path gadget is connected to the facility xi provided literal y i occurs in clause j. As each literal occurs in three clauses,
once negated and twice positive (property (iii) in VLP-SAT), the positive literal facilities have two path gadgets connecting
the literal with the c-end of the path gadgets. We ensure that the connections have length  < δ . Similarly the negated
literal facilities have exactly one path gadget connecting the literal with the c-end. Next, we set the ranges for the literal
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facilities. The negated literals x¯i have only one capacity range δ with capacity one, at which they can cover either ξi or the
c-end of some path gadget connected to x¯i . A positive literal xi has two ranges, at range  with capacity two, it can cover
the c-end of both the path gadgets connected to it. At range δ with capacity one, it can cover only the client ξi (see Fig. 1).
The f -end of the path gadget is connected to the client C j and the length of the connection is δ . Note that the only way to
cover client C j is by the f -end of some path gadget. In turn this implies that the c-end of at least one of the path gadgets
connected to C j does not cover the corresponding client ξ .
It is not diﬃcult to argue that the total size of all gadgets is still polynomial in the size of the VLP 3-SAT problem.
Our main concern is to ensure that the distance between consecutive nodes on a path gadget is small enough so that no
facility covers clients from other path gadgets, but suﬃciently large so that the size of the path gadgets remains polynomial.
Let n be the number of vertices in the clause-variable graph which equals the total number of variables and clauses. The
clause-variable graph can be drawn on a grid of size (n − 1) × (n − 1) in O (n) time [5,17]. The smallest distance δ between
a node on the grid and a line segment on the grid is Ω( n12 ) [12]. Each path gadget has O (n3 ) client and facility nodes and
therefore the total size of the CVC problem is O (n4 ).
(⇒) Let y i be an assignment that satisﬁes all of the clauses. We show that there is a feasible solution for the CVC
problem that covers all clients. First set the ranges of the variable gadget facilities as follows.



r xi =

δ, if y i = 0
 , if y i = 1



r x¯i =

δ, if y i = 1

 , if y i = 0

This assignment allows client ξi to be covered either by xi or by x¯i (Fig. 1). In particular xi covers ξi iff y i is false.
If facility xi is free (that is, it does not cover client ξi ), then it is used to cover the two c-ends of the path gadgets it is
connected to, and this forces an assignment on each of the path gadgets. If facility x¯i is free, then it is used to cover the
c-end of the one path gadget it is connected to, and this forces an assignment on the path gadget. In both of the cases
above, the f -end is free to cover C j . If the c-end of a path gadget is connected to a literal facility that is not free, then
also we have a forcing assignment on the path gadget, in particular the f -end of the path gadget covers its predecessor
client on the path, and so on. Both of the assignments above cover all of the clients on the path gadgets (with c-ends
connected either to a free or not free literal facility). It remains to be shown that the client C j is covered as well. This
follows immediately, because each clause has one literal xi set to true hence the literal facility xi is free (by the assignment
above) to cover the c-end of the path gadget. This leaves the f -end of the path gadget free to cover client C j .
(⇐) Recall that a literal facility xi is free if it does not cover the corresponding client ξi . Set y i to be true if xi is free.
This assignment is consistent as ξi is covered by exactly one of the two literal facilities. We claim that this assignment also
satisﬁes all the clauses. Suppose that clause j is not satisﬁed. This implies that the three c-ends of the path gadgets incident
on C j are connected to literal facilities that are not free. So the only way to cover the c-ends is by the facilities on the path
gadget, this leaves C j uncovered, a contradiction. 2
Remark. If the facilities have only one allowed range then the problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time using
maximum ﬂow. Consider the bipartite graph over the facilities and the clients. A client is connected to a facility if it lies
in the range of the facility. The source node s is connected to the clients via edges with some high capacity. The facilities
are connected to the terminus node t, and the capacity of each such edge equals the capacity given the range. All the other
edges have capacity one. A maximum s–t ﬂow in the graph provides an optimal solution to the CVC problem when there
is a single range for every facility. In light of this, the NP-completeness result above is the best possible. It should also be
noted that, if the number of facilities f and the number of ranges r are ﬁxed constants, one can solve a constant number
(r f ) of ﬂow problems to discover the optimal solution.
3. Algorithms for CVC problem with ﬁxed facilities
In this section, we discuss several approaches to solve CVC with ﬁxed facilities. Unless stated otherwise, our results apply
to arbitrary metric spaces. We give three integer programming formulations and show that they exhibit a large integrality
gap even in the case of unit client demands. We then examine the connection with the separable assignment problem, that
implies the existence of a (1 − 1/e ) approximation based on rounding the solution of an exponential linear program. Next
we describe a simple greedy approximation algorithm with a performance ratio of 1/2. We argue that the problem with
unit demands can be solved exactly in polynomial time if the clients and facilities, restricted to two ranges with capacities
1, 2, are located on a line.
3.1. Compact integer programming formulations for CVC with ﬁxed facilities
The integer programs discussed next can be extended to handle set cover and maximum CVC problems. They can also
be readily modiﬁed to account for different demands and proﬁts that are associated with the clients.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the capacity is a non-increasing function of the range of a facility. Let k be
the total number of clients and f the total number of facilities. The ﬁrst model is a natural IP formulation for the problem.
We reuse the notation for clients and facilities from earlier. Two types of variables are deﬁned next.
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Fig. 2. Instance with integrality gap f − 1.


xua =


yar =

1,
0,

if client u is served by facility a
otherwise

1,
0,

if facility a uses range r
otherwise.

An optimal solution to the uniform CVC covering problem is given by the following integer program. N ar is the set of
clients that lie within range r for facility a.

max



xua

subject to

u ,a



yar ≤ 1,

∀1 ≤ a ≤ f

(1)

xua ≤ 1,

∀1 ≤ u ≤ k

(2)

r∈Ra
f

a =1

xua ≤



yar ,

∀1 ≤ a ≤ f , 1 ≤ u ≤ k

(3)

r :u ∈ N ar
k


xua ≤



car · yar ,

∀1 ≤ a ≤ f

(4)

r∈Ra

u =1

Constraint (1) ensures that at most one range is assigned to every facility. Constraint (2) states that a client may be
assigned to at most one facility. Constraint (3) links the variables x and y and allows a client to be served by a facility
only if the range chosen for the facility covers the client. The last inequality enforces the capacity constraint. The integer
program above can be modiﬁed to account for demands and proﬁts associated with clients.
Next we exhibit instances with integrality gap f − 1, even when the facilities and the clients are restricted to be on a
line. Furthermore, there are only two ranges associated with each facility, and the clients are uniform in that the demands
and the proﬁts are equal to one.
Let all the f facilities be placed at the same location and let the clients be positioned on one of two points denoted P
and Q for which the covering capacities are m and 1 respectively (Fig. 2). Equivalently, each facility has two ranges r1 and
r2 with capacities m and 1 respectively. Let m clients be placed on P and m( f − 2) clients be located on Q . In the optimal
solution one facility covers the m clients at point P , and the remaining f − 1 facilities cover additional f − 1 clients from
point Q . Therefore the optimal integral solution has value m + f − 1. Consider a fractional solution that assigns xua = 1f
for all pairs a and u. Let yar1 = ( f − 1)/ f and yar2 = 1/ f for all a. Constraints (1), (2), and (3) are satisﬁed trivially. We
only need to verify constraint (4). Indeed,
m( f −1)
m+ f −1

m( f −1)
f

≤

m( f −1)
f

+ 1f . The value of the fractional solution is m( f − 1), hence the

integrality gap is
equals f − 1 for large m.
The second integer program differs from the ﬁrst in that it explicitly models the difference in capacity between consecutive ranges. It has the same number of variables and a slightly higher number of constraints but the constraints have a
simpler structure. The formulation is similar to [19] model for the uncapacitated facility location. This formulation forms
also the base for the third integer program that has fewer variables and constraints. Variable xua has the same interpretation
as for integer program (1)–(4), but variable yar is 1 if the range chosen for facility a is larger or equal to the range r. To
simplify the notation, we consider that range r is indexed by its position in a non-decreasing order of all the ranges for a
facility. The objective function is the same, but the set of constraints is the following.

yar ≥ ya,r +1 ,



∀1 ≤ a ≤ f , r < | R a |

(5)

f

xua ≤ 1,

∀1 ≤ u ≤ k

(6)

a =1

xua ≤ yar ,

∀1 ≤ u ≤ k, 1 ≤ a ≤ f , r is the smallest range covering u

(7)
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k


xua ≤ ca −

u =1



dar · yar ,

∀1 ≤ a ≤ f

(8)

r >1

Coeﬃcient dar represents the decrease in the capacity arising from the increase in the range from r − 1 to range r and ca is
the maximum capacity corresponding to range 1. The connection between x and y variables is ensured by constraint (5). If
yar is 1 because of inequality (7) then the variables yar for r < r are also 1.
Finally we obtain the third formulation without the variables yar as follows:
f


xua ≤ 1,

∀1 ≤ u ≤ k

(9)

a =1
k


xsa ≤ ca − D ua · xua ,

∀1 ≤ a ≤ f , 1 ≤ u ≤ k ,

(10)

s =1

where D ua is the loss in capacity, relative to the maximum capacity, for facility a if it serves client u. For each facility a, we
have k capacity constraints, and the farthest client served by a determines the capacity of the facility. These formulations
have a large integrality gap as well. In addition, the quadratic number of constraints makes these formulations impractical
for instances with more than one hundred clients and facilities given the current technology. In Section 5.1, we present a
column generation and randomized rounding procedure for the set cover CVC problem that seems to work well for most
instances generated uniformly at random in two dimensions.
3.2. Known approximation results
Problem 1 is related to the separable assignment problem (SAP). Given a set of bins and a set of items, a value f i j for
placing item j in bin i, and for each bin i, a family of sets of items Ii that ﬁt in bin i, the SAP problem is to pack items into
bins so as to maximize the total value of packed items. We note that only subsets of the sets in Ii can be packed into bin i.
SAP was studied by [8] who gave two approximation algorithms, an LP-rounding based 1 − 1/e approximation algorithm,
and a local search based 1/2 approximation algorithm. Given an instance of the CVC problem, construct an instance of SAP
as follows: each facility corresponds to a bin, for a given range r and location i, we know the capacity cr of the
 facility.
Deﬁne Ii ,r to be the set of all valid subsets of total size at most cr for candidate location i of the facility, let Ii = r ∈ R Ii ,r .
This reduction implies the existence of a 1 − 1/e, LP rounding based approximation algorithm for the CVC problem. It
should be noted that the size of the resulting LP is exponential, however it can be solved in polynomial time as there exists
a separation oracle [8]. The separable assignment problem is reducible to the problem of maximization of a sub-modular
function over matroids (SFM); [8] attributes this reduction to Chekuri. Fisher et al. [7] describe two 1/2 approximation
algorithms for the SFM problem; one greedy and the other local search based. Following the reduction (SAP ∝ SFM) in [8]
the MAX CVC problem can also be reduced to SFM.
In the next section, we give a simple and direct 1/2 approximation algorithm for the MAX CVC problem. The bound in
Theorem 3 for our greedy algorithm also follows from [7]. In light of the reductions above, the results of [20] and [8] imply
an 1 − 1/e approximation algorithm for the maximum CVC problem.
3.3. A simple greedy algorithm for CVC with ﬁxed facilities
The greedy algorithm relies on the Knapsack algorithm. We denote by K (α ) an α -approximation algorithm for the
knapsack problem, and by V (α ) the greedy algorithm for CVC with ﬁxed facilities that uses K (α ) as a subroutine. The
crucial idea is to examine facilities in an arbitrary but ﬁxed order and, for each facility, to decompose the CVC instance
into several independent knapsack instances, one for each range and capacity. The solution to the CVC instance is then
constructed greedily, by selecting the maximum proﬁt knapsack solutions (see Algorithm 1). The algorithm outputs the total
proﬁt of clients covered, the set of clients covered by each facility, and the range for each facility.
Intuitively, one expects that the knapsack subroutine in Algorithm V (α ) would not be much worse than the optimal
assignment of clients to facilities in the CVC instance. The reason why there might be a signiﬁcant difference between the
total proﬁt packed by Algorithm K (α ) and the optimal solution is that Algorithm K (α ) runs on an instance consisting of
those objects not already covered by previous iterations in V (α ), and the optimal CVC uses too many of these missing
objects. However, the “missing” objects are by deﬁnition covered by V (α ) as well, only they are covered by different
facilities. Next we formalize this intuition.
Theorem 2. Algorithm V (α ) computes an αα
+1 approximate solution to the CVC problem with ﬁxed facilities.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let a j be the facility examined by the algorithm in the jth iteration. Let Q j be the set of clients
assigned to a j in the optimal CVC solution but not available to Algorithm V (α ) because they were covered by V (α ) in
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Algorithm 1 V (α )
let U be the set of all available clients
for all j ∈ J , consider facility a j do
for all ranges r ∈ R j do
use Algorithm K (α ) to solve the knapsack instance with capacity c jr and set of items N jr .
let p jr be the proﬁt returned by Algorithm K (α ), and let I jr be the set of packed clients.
end for
let p j ← maxr ∈ R j p jr (p j is the solution with largest proﬁt)
let I j be the set of clients packed by the most proﬁtable solution
let r j be the covering range for the most proﬁtable solution.
let I ← I \ I j .
end for
f
return
j =1 p j

Fig. 3. Tight example for the

1
-factor
2

approximation algorithm for uniform CVC with ﬁxed facilities.

previous iterations 1, . . . , j − 1. Let OPT j be the set of clients assigned to a j in the optimal solution. Let A j = OPT j \ Q j , be
the set of clients in the optimal solution that are available to the knapsack subroutine of Algorithm V (α ).
If X is a subset of clients, then p X denotes the total proﬁt for the clients in X . Term p K (α ,r , j ) represents the total proﬁt
for the solution returned by Algorithm K (α ) on the knapsack instance used by Algorithm V (α ) with facility a j and range r.
Let r j be the range chosen by Algorithm V (α ) for facility a j . Because r j was chosen greedily (with maximum proﬁt) by
Algorithm K (α ), and the clients in A j were available in the jth iteration,

p K (α ,r j , j ) ≥ α p A j .
Summing up over all facilities a j , we obtain
f


pAj ≤

j =1

f
1

α

p K (α ,r j , j ) =

j =1

V

α

,

where V is the total proﬁt returned by Algorithm V (α ). Since set Q j represents the clients covered by both the optimal
CVC solution and the solution returned by Algorithm V (α ), we also have,
f


pQ j ≤ V .

j =1

Summing the last two inequalities we obtain immediately


OPT ≤ V 1 +

1



α

and the theorem follows.

,
2

For objects with unit sizes and proﬁts, the knapsack problem has trivial optimal solutions, and therefore
Theorem 2 we get a performance ratio of 1/2.

α = 1. By

Corollary 1. The greedy algorithm for the uniform CVC problem with ﬁxed facilities has an approximation factor of 12 .
Next we show that the bound of 12 is tight for the uniform CVC problem. Consider the following instance on the real line
(Fig. 3): the two facilities are at points 1 and 3, and the two clients are on points 0 and 2. Each facility has only one range
(radius 1) with capacity 1. If the greedy approximation algorithm chooses the facilities in the order (1, 3) and the client on
point 2 is assigned to the facility on point 1, then the facility at point 3 cannot cover the client at point 0. In the optimal
solution, the facility at point 1 (3) covers the client at point 0 (2).
Remark. The tight example also tells us that a modiﬁcation of the approximation algorithm in which we use the facility
that covers the most number of clients (greedily) in each iteration also has performance ratio 12 .
Next we analyze the running time for the approximation algorithm. For each facility there are at most n knapsack
3

instances. If we use the FPTAS for Knapsack due to [11] with running time O ( n ) to obtain a

α = 1 −  approximate
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Fig. 4. Clients il and jl are extreme points of intervals I l , l ∈ {1, 2}, for the proof of Lemma 1.
4

solution to the Knapsack instance, then the total running time is O ( f n ) where n is the number of clients and f is the
number of facilities. For other algorithms for the knapsack problem, see [14]. For the uniform CVC problem the running time
can be further reduced to O ( f n log n). In this case, the best knapsack solution for each iteration can be obtained by sorting
all clients in non-decreasing order of their distance to the facility (time complexity O (n log n)) and ﬁnding the maximum
range r j for which the capacity of the facility is larger than the number of clients covered (time complexity O (n)). The
same running time complexity can be obtained for the general CVC problem if we choose α = 12 , that is, if we use the
greedy algorithm for the knapsack problem [14]. In each iteration, we can ﬁnd the proﬁt of the knapsack sub-problem by
answering an orthogonal two dimensional range search query [1]. The set of points over which the range query is invoked
corresponds to the set of clients in the CVC instance and the coordinates of the points are deﬁned by proﬁt density and
distance to the facility. The range search query is unbounded and can be implemented in O (log n) time. The data structures
required can be initialized in O (n log n) time per facility.
4. Algorithms for maximum CVC
In this section, we discuss algorithms to solve the maximum CVC problem in arbitrary metric spaces. The integer programming formulations discussed in Section 3.1 can be extended in a natural way to handle candidate locations for facilities
instead of facilities that are already open. We omit the details. We explain how the simple greedy algorithm from Section 3.3
is extended. Finally, we give a dynamic programming algorithm that solves exactly uniform instances of the maximum CVC
problem with points on a line when facilities are restricted to two ranges with capacities 1, 2.
4.1. A greedy algorithm for maximum CVC
Algorithm 1 can be extended to handle maximum CVC as follows. The algorithm consists of k iterations, where k is the
number of facilities to be opened. In each iteration, we solve a knapsack instance for all remaining candidate facilities and
all available covering ranges. We open the facility corresponding to the most proﬁtable knapsack solution found. With this
change, the conditions necessary for the proof of Theorem 2 are still satisﬁed and we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. There exists a greedy algorithm that computes an αα
+1 approximate solution to the maximum CVC problem.
4.2. Maximum CVC with clients and facilities with capacities 1, 2 on a line
Consider a set of n clients u i for i ∈ {1, . . . n} located on a line L and listed in increasing order of their coordinates
on L. For simplicity, we refer to the points on the line by their index. Let p i represent the proﬁt of client i. Facilities may
be located anywhere on L between the extreme points 1 and n. We assume that the facilities are identical and that they
must be assigned a covering range from a ﬁnite set R of allowed ranges with capacity cr for r ∈ R. The problem asks for
a placement of k facilities on the line, an assignment of the covering range for each of the facilities, and an allocation of
clients to the facilities that satisﬁes capacity constraints, so that the total proﬁt of the covered clients is maximized.
In Section 2 we proved that CVC with ﬁxed facilities and two ranges with capacities 2 and 1 is NP-hard in the two
dimensional plane. Here, we prove that the same problem can be solved in time polynomial in n when the points are
restricted to a line, even when the facilities are not ﬁxed. We denote by di , j the distance between points i and j along the
line, and by p i , j the maximum proﬁt that can be reaped by a single facility from the set of clients {i , . . . , j }. The following
theorem gives a standard dynamic programming algorithm to solve this problem optimally.
Theorem 4. Let Z p ( j ) represent the maximum total proﬁt of clients from set {1, . . . , j } that can be covered by p facilities. By deﬁnition,
Z 0 ( j ) = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If | R | = 2 and {cr : r ∈ R } = {1, 2}, then



Z p ( j ) = max Z p ( j − 1), max Z p −1 (i − 1) + p i , j
i
i≤ j

.

(11)

The proof of the theorem relies on the observation that an optimal solution exists where the sets deﬁned by clients
assigned to the same facility are separable. This is true as long as the facilities have two allowed capacities with values 1
and 2. The observation is formalized in the next lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f 1 and f 2 be two facilities chosen in an optimal solution. If the facilities are allowed only two ranges with capacities 1
and 2, and if I 1 and I 2 are the smallest intervals on the line that contain the clients assigned to f 1 and f 2 respectively, then there exist
an optimal solution where I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅.
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Proof. Case 1) Assume that I 1 and I 2 are overlapping as in Fig. 4. Let I 1 ∩ I 2 = [i 2 , j 1 ] = ∅. We point out that j 1 is within
the covering range of f 2 and i 2 is within the covering range of f 1 , by convexity. Since all clients have unit demand, we can
change the assignment of j 1 from f 1 to f 2 and the assignment of i 2 from f 2 to f 1 . Repeating this process with the newly
obtained intervals I 1 and I 2 , we eventually obtain a solution with cost equal to the optimal where intervals I 1 and I 2 are
disjoint.
Case 2) Assume by contradiction that I 1 ⊆ I 2 . When the set R or allowed ranges is arbitrary, this is in fact possible.
However, for | R | = 2 and capacities with values 1 and 2, if I 1 ⊆ I 2 , then f 2 must be assigned the larger of the ranges and
its capacity must therefore be equal to 1. We can thus move f 2 over to the single client it is serving and we can assign it
the smaller range, and we have reduced this condition to Case 1. 2
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider an optimal solution to Z p ( j ). Two possibilities exist:
Case 1: Client j is served by a facility. Then, according to Lemma 1, the facility covering j may cover additional clients
between i and j for some i ≤ j while the clients from {1, . . . , i − 1} may be served by the remaining facilities. In this case,
the value of cost Z p ( j ) is determined by the second argument of function max in (11).
Case 2: Client j is not served in the optimal solution. The cost function Z p ( j ) is determined by the value of the ﬁrst
argument of function max in (11). 2
The dynamic programming algorithm calculates the value of Z p ( j ) for all p ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The optimal
solution to the maximum CVC problem on a line with capacities, restricted to be in the set {1, 2}, is given by Z k (n). The
computation can be carried out in time polynomial in n since computing p i , j amounts to simply ﬁnding the two most
proﬁtable clients from the set {i , . . . , j }. The dynamic programming algorithm for capacities 1 and 2 is simple. It is an open
question whether the dynamic programming algorithm can be generalized to an arbitrary set of ranges. We conjecture that
this can be achieved by generalizing the deﬁnition of term p i , j , but the time complexity of the algorithm will be exponential
in | R |.
We outline next a procedure to compute p i , j using a range tree which might be useful in the generalization of the result.
We construct a 1-D range tree [1] having the ordered set of points {1, . . . , n} as leaves. We store at an internal node x, two
lists of values corresponding to the leaves that are descendants of x: a list P x of proﬁt values in non-increasing order and
the list S x of the preﬁx sums of P x . If we denote by l(i ) the i-th entry of list L, then the following relations are satisﬁed.

p x (i ) ≥ p x ( j ),



for i ≤ j

j

sx ( j ) =

p x (i )

i =1

The lists P x and S x determine the maximum proﬁt p i , j by binary search over proﬁt values as follows. Given i and j,
let r be the smallest covering range covering all points in {i , . . . , j }, i.e., 2r ≥ di , j . The value of range r can be obtained
in O (n + | R |) total amortized time if the values p i , j are queried for decreasing values of i given a ﬁxed j. Let p be the
proﬁt value of the current iteration in this binary search procedure. We can ﬁnd the number of points in {i , . . . , j } whose
proﬁt is greater than or equal to p, by binary search over the lists L x of each of the O (log n) internal nodes x which cover
the interval {i , . . . , j } in the range tree. If this total number of points is larger than cr , we increase p in the master binary
search procedure, otherwise we decrease p until we can no longer adjust p. The value of p i , j is determined by appropriately
looking up the entries of lists S x in the range tree. There are O (log n) iterations in the master binary search routine, and at
each iteration, O (log n) range tree nodes are searched by binary search, therefore p i , j can be computed in O (log3 n).
We point out that for the case of capacities 1 and 2, the range tree nodes need only maintain the best and second best
proﬁts and the analysis is considerably simpliﬁed.
5. Algorithms for set cover CVC
The integer programming formulations described in Section 3.1 can be adapted to the set cover setting in arbitrary metric
spaces. Unfortunately, the large number of constraints in the formulations makes it diﬃcult even to compute the optimal
solution to the LP relaxation for the model. We describe a heuristic based on linear programming and column generation
and provide evidence that the rounding algorithm proposed is effective in practice.
5.1. Column generation and rounding for set cover CVC
Here we give a weighted set cover formulation for the CVC. In the weighted set cover, a set U of elements called the
universe is given along with a set S of subsets of U . Each subset S ∈ S has a known weight w S . The goal isto ﬁnd a
minimum weight cover, i.e. a set F ⊆ S of subsets of the universe U whose union equals U and that minimizes
S ∈F w S .
We now describe how to transform an instance of the set cover CVC to an instance of the weighted set cover. We use the
notation introduced in Problems 1–3. Recall that a feasible allocation of clients I j to facility a j , that is assigned a range r
must satisfy the following three conditions.
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Algorithm 2 Rounding
Let S be the set of generated columns.
Let x∗S for S ∈ S be the optimal LP solution.
F ← ∅.
repeat
for all S ∈ S do
x S ← 1 with probability x∗S , otherwise x S ← 0.
F ← F ∪ { S : x S = 1}
end for
until F is a set cover
for all S ∈ F in random order do
if F \ { S } is a set cover then
F ← F \ {S}
end if
end for
Return F

j ∈J∗

si ≤ car ,

(12)
(13)

i ∈I j

u i ∈ N jr ,

for all i ∈ I j

(14)

Constraint (12) states that clients can only be assigned to open facilities. Inequality (13) is the capacity constraint and
inequality (14) is the coverage constraint.
We can construct an equivalent weighted set cover instance as follows. The universe U corresponds to the set of clients.
Set S corresponds to the set of all feasible assignments of clients to candidate facility a j for a covering range r ∈ R j that
satisﬁes constraints (13)–(14), for all choices of a and r. The size of set S is exponential in the number of clients and
facilities. The linear programming (LP) relaxation of the weighted set cover is solved by column generation. In practice the
column generation procedure seems to work well for computing the optimal solution to the LP relaxation.
5.1.1. Column generation
Consider the LP relaxation of the weighted set cover problem,

min





w S xS ,

(15)

S ∈S

x S ≥ 1,

∀ u ∈ U , x S ≥ 0.

(16)

S ,u ∈ S

By convention, x S = 1 if subset S is chosen in the cover, otherwise x S = 0. Problem (15) is called the master problem.
It is much simpler than the compact formulations for CVC since the coverage and capacity constraints are implicit in the
structure of the columns of the constraint matrix.
The master problem is solved iteratively. In each iteration, only a small set of variables x S are explicit. Once an optimal
fractional solution to the master problem (15) is computed, we compute a new set I j of clients that are served by some
facility a j 
at some covering range r ∈ R j subject to capacity and coverage constraints and that minimizes the reduced cost
ρ j = 1 − i∈I y i , where y i is the optimal dual value of the master problem (15) corresponding to client i.
j

If there is no column with negative reduced cost then the optimal fractional solution to the master problem is also an
optimal fractional solution for the set cover CVC and the iterative procedure stops. Otherwise, the new column corresponding
to set I j is added to the constraint matrix of the master problem and the entire procedure is repeated.
We now describe the sub-problem, the procedure for generating the column with negative reduced cost. We iterate over
every candidate facility location a j and covering range r ∈ R j . To minimize ρ j , we seek a subset of clients reachable from
facility a j with range r that maximizes the sum of the dual variables subject to the capacity constraint. This is a knapsack
problem with the set of items i ∈ N jr , proﬁt y i and knapsack capacity c jr . In particular, when the demand is uniform, this
knapsack problem can be solved exactly by a greedy procedure.
5.1.2. Rounding
At the end of the column generation phase, we have an optimal fractional solution to the set cover CVC. If the solution is
not integral, we round the fractional solution to obtain an integral solution. The solution may not be optimal, and the value
of the linear programming solution is a lower bound on the optimal solution which gives us a measure of the quality of the
solution of the rounding step.
The rounding proceeds in two phases. The two phases are as in Algorithm 2. An average of 20 rounding experiments is
used to determine the performance ratio for a single instance.
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Fig. 5. Results for random planar set cover CVC – I.

5.1.3. Simulations
To evaluate the effectiveness of the column generation procedure and the randomized rounding procedure on the set
cover CVC, we generated close to 500 geometric instances consisting of n points placed uniformly at random in the unit
square representing both candidate facility locations and clients. The number of points n varies between 10 and 500 in
unit increments. Each candidate facility is assigned 5 covering ranges in the interval (0, 1) and ﬁve capacities from the set
{1, . . . , 5} uniformly at random in such a way that the capacity is a non-increasing function of the covering range. We also
use a compact formulation similar to the ﬁrst integer programming formulation to compute optimal integral solutions using
GNU MILP solver. The column generation, the rounding, and the compact integer and linear formulations were coded in
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Fig. 6. Results for random planar set cover CVC – II.

Octave version 3.4.3 and the GNU LP solver was used. The simulations were run on an 16 core (8 CPU) machine running
CentOS 2.6 64 GNU/Linux.
The results are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 on pages 53 and 54. The x axis represents the number of clients in the instances
solved. Fig. 5(a) shows the performance ratio, i.e. the ratio between the cost of the cover obtained by column generation
and rounding and the cost of the optimal solution to the LP relaxation. The experiments include the integrality gap for
the compact formulation on the instances for which the integer program reported an optimal solution. From Fig. 5(b) we
see clearly that the compact formulations cannot handle instances beyond 90 clients. In contrast, the running time for the
column generation with rounding seems to scale well with the size of the problem instance, fact also supported by Fig. 6(a)
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that shows an almost linear dependency of the number of generated columns with the problem size. Finally, Fig. 6(b) shows
that the average number of rounding iterations is approximately equal to 1.4 and it seems to be independent of the size of
the problem. The average was calculated over twenty rounding experiments.
Set cover CVC with clients and facilities on a line The set cover CVC problem on the line is easier than its maximum counterpart.
The problem is deﬁned as in Section 4.2 except there are no proﬁts assigned with clients in set {1, . . . , n} and no integer k
is given. The goal is to open the smallest number of facilities to cover all of the clients.
Lemma 1 stating the separability of the client-facility assignment in the optimal solution holds as long as facilities are
allowed two ranges with capacities 1 and 2. The solution is trivial in this case as pairs of consecutive clients are covered by
one facility only if they are within the reach of a facility at the smaller covering range.
If the dynamic programming algorithm of Section 4.2 generalizes to an arbitrary set of ranges, then we conjecture that
this generalization will be applicable to the set cover variant via a greedy algorithm.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a new class of covering problems called “Covering with Variable Capacities” which generalizes
the well known covering and capacitated facility location problems. We deﬁne three classes of problems, set cover CVC,
maximum CVC, and CVC with ﬁxed facilities. Our model is inspired from an application in wireless cellular networks, but is
appropriate for other applications in facility location as well. We show that CVC with ﬁxed facilities and uniform demands
is NP-hard. In contrast, under the same restrictions, the capacitated facility location problem can be solved in polynomial
time using ﬂows. We give evidence that random instances of the set cover CVC have a small integrality gap on average and
we propose an eﬃcient column generation algorithm.
We describe a simple greedy algorithm for the maximum CVC that achieves a performance bound of 12 −  . The running
time of the algorithm is determined by the knapsack FPTAS sub-problem. However, for a slightly worse performance bound
of 13 , we can solve the general instance CVC problem eﬃciently, in O ( f n log n) time, where f is the number of facilities and
n the number of clients. In practice, f  n. For the uniform CVC instance, knapsack can be solved optimally, and the greedy
algorithm achieves a performance bound of 12 with the same time complexity.
Open problems We have shown that CVC with ﬁxed facilities and with two covering ranges with capacities 1 and 2 is
NP-hard in two dimensions, and it is solvable in polynomial time when the points are restricted on a line. The complexity
of CVC on a line with ﬁxed facilities and an arbitrary set of covering ranges is still open. Finally, CVC can be investigated
with capacity functions other than the step function, for example linear continuous functions.
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